the green elephant (garbage bin on AF base)
whiskers of light (in through a window?)
in around greenblind shade in hotel room?
Oct. 1962, Seattle World's Fair; Roethke gave a reading (see Seager bk)
—seen in Santa Fe, 1/30/96, shaggy sty car which might be used as detail:
stippled with pastel paints, like pinks and blues, the junker vehicle had
affixed to its grill the skeleton of some small animal (in Montana it could be
gopher or jackrabbit), as if a roadkill had been stuck there until it ossified.

—character named Lope, short for Loper, has this car? Someone Mitch went to school
with? Works on a nearby dude ranch?
The kind of Texas excess where guys call themselves Jimmy Joel and Herb Bob and all like that.
Details: this category in all the books' large file boxes should be checked for possible use.
saltpeter rumor: (i.e., the stuff is in the mashed spuds)

—I don't know about you, but I don't want mine salted down.